1. Share benefits that have accrued in your organization (if AAFCS member, to your regional, state, or local affiliate) as a result of conducting financial literacy and security focused forums.

2. Tell us about actions that are occurring as a result of the forums:
   a. By your organization or AAFCS affiliate.
   b. By individuals or other groups.

3. Describe plans you, your organization, or AAFCS affiliates have to conduct future forums.

4. If you had challenges conducting a forum, tell us about them.

5. How many deliberative forums (on any topic) have you convened? _________
   How many deliberative forums on financial literacy and security have you convened? _________

If a AAFCS member, please send this completed form and the post-forum questionnaires within a week of conducting the forum to:
Public Policy Committee, AAFCS, 400 N. Columbus Street, Suite 202, Alexandria, VA 22314.
Your responses will be used to further communication between AAFCS and various policymakers, as well as to improve the forums. Thank you.